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I long have waited for this day, and now
'Tis mine to do whate'er I choose. And first
I'll nail a card upon the door, which reading thus :
-" The dweller here hath gone abroad," shall strike
The visitor with wonderment and turn
His feet aside; and then I'll close the portal,
Lock and bolt the inner doors, and go abroad ;
Although my feet the threshold shall not pass.
My hall is hung with many a picture face,
Whose presence once was as the marrow
Of my life; and for the hour my thirsty soul
Shall drink its fill of these, the friends of other days.
With trembling hand I draw the blind and let
The summer light creep in, at first uncertain,
As if lost in this strange chamber where my dead
Abide; at last full-flooding all the room.
With tender touch I brush the cobwebs off,
And turn a face towards the light.
Who's this ?
Be still, 0, memory ! 'Tis Felix, who for love
Of me or my caprice, did go for lilies
Long ago, and drifted homeward with the tide ;
The eyes of blue turned toward the stars, the lilies
Clasped within his hand ; and when I looked my last
Upon his face, he held them still, as tho'
He meant to bear them in his palm when he
Approached the Throne. I place thee, Felix,
Tenderly aside, and suffer next
The summer wind to play among the silvered
Hair of this most lovely head.
What strength, and power, and grace; what passion
Toned to tendernesc, and love the face portrays,
Yet thou didst live to see thy life's best friend
Entombed, and children taken one by one,
Until like Rachael thott didst mourn thy dead,
Nor would be comforted 'til thou didst find them
Through the grave.
And who is this ?
0, lovely, lily face of my white fawn ;
The clinging chestnut curls pushed from the brow
As done in haste; a look of terror in. the eyes,
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How could they bring you word that he was slain ?
Or bringing, break the news ? You would not fill
Your lamp with oil, and so the flame
Burnt fitfully and died at last.
My eyes are dim with tears; I dare not longer look,
I draw the veil betwixt our faces solemnly.
Believing God knows best, and willing
To abide His time, ere I shall go to find
My treasures that were sent before.

HIDDEN BEAUTY.
BY W. G. WARNER, '82.

In approaching this subject we find it true to
its name, hidden, and difficult to apprehend.
There are more subtle subjects, and perchance
those which require more ingenious thought, but
this seems to be surrounded with a misty haze of
uncertainty, and although a shining tinge may
ever be seen glittering out of its obscurity, yet
just as the charmed person stretches forth his
eager hand to grasp it, it vanishes for an instant,
and then reappears in all its lustre ; but alas ! although as charming, as far distant as before.
We may see obscured and disguised beauties
in everything, but for convenience of consideration let us look into some of its more common
hiding places. First in Architecture, then in
Painting, Sculpture, Literature, Music, and finally in Nature.
Our noblest conceptions of the beautiful in
Architecture are derived from the works of the
Divine hand as displayed in natural scenery.
We submit it to analysis, just as the rough mineral is submitted to the hand of the mineralogist.
The latter is entangled with many foreign substances, itself perhaps in no place pure, but nevertheless a thing of definite nature. The chemist
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defines a substance by two separate kinds of anal- etry, proportions, and the structure of the human
ysis, one external, such as form, hardness and figure. The hidden principle in beautiful sculplustre ; the other, internal, or hidden, as the pro- ture consists in the symmetrical arrangement of
portions and nature of the constituents. We parts. Aristotle said that he derived his idea
sometimes, when viewing a structure, wonder of beauty from the wavy undulating flame, and
what there is connected with it, which makes us Michael Angelo, when asked wherein lay the prin
admire it. There may be nothing beautiful in its ciple of beauty. drew first an isosceles triangle,
outward appearance. It may be built of the then with a few trite strokes of the pencil, sketchroughest, coarsest stone. Its surroundings are ed the forms of two serpents coiling themselves
not fine, and it would seem to a casual observer about its sides. How strikingly do we see this
to be far from interesting ; but still it possesses a illustrated in the group of the Laocoon. The
charm whieh holds the eye and seems to say to two Laocoonta are placed on either side, while
a person having once beheld it, "Look again." the mighty giant himself stands in the center and
What is this subtle power ? this hidden princi- the twining serpents complete the figure.
It needs no argument to prove to us that the
ple ? It may be some romantic association, connecting these rough walls with a thrilling inci- true beauty of literature lies hidden in the
dent, or it may be that around the old place cling thought and not in the language used. He is a
all the dear memories of home, and child- poet who truly depicts the passions and emohood's happy days. What is dearer or more tions of the human heart. Though his lines may
beautiful to one than the architecture of his own be vulnerable to the shafts of criticism, yet he
may drink the pure waters of inspiration, from the
home ?
Hidden beauty in Painting lies principally in very fountain head, while his fault-finding oppoour ideas of relation. Many people see in a nents are able only to sip the muddy ooze which
painting only the coloring and projection of parts, has flowed down all the way from his lofty emiand do not drink in the deep undercurrent of as- nence.
To describe the latent beauties of music needs
sociation and relation.
When Turner wished to represent the but one illustration. We listen to a Prima Donna
greatness of Carthage, he painted a group of chil- as she sings one of the most exquisite Italian airs.
dren sailing toy boats. The exquisite choice of We admire the scope and flexibility of her voice,
the'incident was expressive of the ruling passion which are displayed with wonderful art. The
of the Carthagenians. To one not possessing the curtain falls, and although no one in the house is
key of information which brings out the power of I able truly to appreciate the music, all join in the
the work, it seems but a trifling thing, very pret- applause ; responding to the encore she again
ty, but possessing no power to hold the eye, or appears, and wishing to touch the heart, as well
stimulate thought ; but to one possessing the key as please the ear of her audience, sings "Home,
Sweet Home." As she strikes the first tender
it opens realms of thought, and brings out strikstrain every rustle ceases, every ear is turned to
ingly its true beauty.
catch the sweet, sad pathos which ever clings
The attempt to imitate the human figure by
sculpture is found in almost all ages and coun- around the good old song. Then as her voice
rises and swells in voluptuous sweetness, and
tries.
fills
the whole place with melody, each - listener
The Egyptian sculpture was more perfect than
that of any other nation before the Greeks, for appreciates, and all are pleased with its wonderthe reason that they were assisted by the princi- ful power.
The beauties of nature, like the ever varying ples of science, which were not possessed by any
pictures of the kaleidoscope, present a continual
other people until a much later period. They had
I
made some progress in the knowledge of Geom- change, an infinite variety, altholigh composed
,
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of the same particles of matter that have existed
ever since the hour when " Darkness was upon
the face of the deep, and the Spirit of God moved
upon the face of the waters," never growing monotonous nor tiresome. The old is ever being
blended in beautiful newness of form. No two
trees in the forest are exactly alike, and no two
clouds in the sky reflect the same shadow on the
silvery surface of the sleeping lake. From this
varying yet agreeing panorama we may by careful attention perceive the latent charm which is
ever visible to the faithful student of nature. We
never tire while viewing natural scenery. The
exquisite tints of color and the beautiful blending
of light and shade, are constant sources of satisfaction. Hidden beauty in human nature cannot
be more aptly described than by the old maxim,
" Handsome is who handsome does." It is the
speaking of the soul through the actions and
words. Happy the one who possesses this rare
treasure ! Friends will not be wanting in this
life, and, departing, he will leave behind him a
monument built of kind words and noble, generous actions, and an influence which will be felt
long after his form has crumbled to the dust.
"That beauty is not as fond men thisdeem,
An outward show of things that only seem ;
But that fair lamp from whose celestial ray
The light proceeds that kindles hidden' fire,
Shall never be extinguished nor decay ;
But when the vital spirits do expire,
Unto her native planet shall retire,
For it is heavenly born, and cannot die,
Being a parcel of the purest sky."

A LIFE TIME.
J. W. KINNEAR, '82.

Who can define the mysteries of life ? Science
has extended its efforts in many directions,
throwing a brilliant light on many obscure paths
of learning, opening up new fields of knowledge
and revealing many hidden truths, which a few
years ago would have been looked upon as the
most insane reports. Yet it has not defined to
us the mystery of life ; it leaves it in utter darkness. True, we find many kinds and grades of
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life classified by science, and many truths have:
been proven to us by reason and observation',
such as the more complex the form of life is, the
more intellectual the being will be. Yet, ere we_
reach the germ of life, all these leave us and weare compelled to say that life, which we possess:
and enjoy, is an indescribable something which
our intellectual being is not able to discover ;
something which we are compelled to leave to.
the One who first instituted life.
And as life is so obscure, what is more mysticalr
than a life time ? Man enters upon the stage of
life in ignorance, knowing nothing of any pre
vious life, and apprehending nothing of this life.
But as he passes from infancy and his intellectual
powers expand, he finds he has been ushered into existence and that he now exists on a globe,
which he is told revolves in realms of space.
From earliest infancy he is taught of the Creator.
of the universe, and he listens to the songs of praise and supplications offered to Him, yet he
does not realize its import. But as his mental
capacities still expand, and he regards with intelligence the works of nature, seeing in duetime
the raindrop and the snowflake, and observing,
the bursting bud of spring-time and the falling
leaves of autumn, he feels the existence of a
Great Ruler.
A score of years has passed, and from infancy
he has merged into manhood. The future glows
bright before him, and pictures of fame, honor;
and riches present themselves to his lively iniagination. Still, at night, as he gazes into -the
heavens and regards the celestial luminaries; atid
as that familiar passage—" The heavens declare
the glory of God, and the firmament showeth his
handiwork, "—presents itself, he realizes the utter
Insignificance of man, and apprehends that this
world is but an almost invisible speck on the
great map of the universe. And as his mind
wanders amid the works of nature, he almost believes that this life is a dream, and that ere long
he will waken in some other region under entirely different circumstances. Thus it is that man ; ,
when he enters upon too great a depth of thought
for his feeble reason, and endeavors. to solve
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problems beyond his limited conception, becomes
skeptical. For it is a curious fact that man, possessed of but little knowledge, has, on an equality with the other extreme, the heathen, bowed
down to nature as a god. Two score years are
passed, and as the dream of life has not been interrupted, man begins to think that, after all, life
must be real. But as the hand of time presses
more heavily upon him and he feels a relaxation
over his system that he did not feel in his youth,
he falls once more to musing upon the works of
creation. This time his mind is directed to himself, and he wonders why man was so wonderfully formed ; each joint in its corresponding
socket, each muscle, tendon and artery fulfilling
appointed functions with all the precision of the
most perfect mechanism, and finally being endowed with mental capacities making him the
lord of creation.

ART CULTURE.

There is perhaps never a time in the history of
a nation, state, a community, or even a clique,
when there is not some idea standing out boldly
as the idea of the period. Study the topics that
engaged public attention five years ago, and the
unanimous decision would be, methinks, that the
topic of the time was Darwinianism. Upon the
monkey and his descendants were engaged the
profoundest wit and shallowest wit ; in truth, the
monkey was the symbol of public thought. But,
if there be anv, what is the topic of our time ?
Have we an idea that we are taking a steady diet?
Ah! never were a people more thoroughly posThere is, as it were,
sessed than we are to-day.
All the world
a universal contagion in the air.
breathes it in, and as a result the world has gone
crazy with this new enthusiasm. Take up the
periodicals
of the time and see what the world
And here the Scriptural records again come to
his relief; " Man is the image and glory of God." as a whole is thinking about. Unless you have
And were it not for the rough tosses of his past been initiated, the result is discouraging. Your
life, he would again wander off into another ab- favorite magazine blossoms with engravings of
surdity. But experience by the sad detail of the pottery, china, household decorations of unearthly
past starts him in the right direction, and he de- designs, wares of all shapes and all nations. Turn
cides to accept the tidings of Sacred History as to the editors' tables, and you find hints on decoration, house decoration, pottery decoration,
facts.
lawn decoration—and if, in despair, you turn to
Three score years are passed and man is able
the love tales, you will find your heroines all
to look back beyond half a century, and now
painting on satin, decorating panels, or making
as he considers things under the light of sixty
lace-work ; the hero stands by busily painting
years' experience, he believes not only that " life
from the antique, sketching, daubing, or chiselis real," but that " the grave is not its goal." He
ing.
realizes that the eventide of human life is come,
What means it ? Seriously, it means that we
that the season when the eye becomes dim and
are getting artistic ; it means that we are finding
the strength decays, is fast approaching, and he
out that we have aesthetic natures, and, Amerilooks forward no longer as in youth to the proscan-like, we are rushing pell-mell into the culture
pects of this life, but rather to the prospects of
of them. As a result, we have every man, wometernal life.
an and child becoming decorative. We may call
The allotted three score and ten years are this a "temporary craze," "a new phase of popupassed, and time has swept man from existence. lar insanity," and stigmatize the efforts as "crude,
incipient struggles ;" but it is truly a natural outThus a life-time passes, and the story ends. Is
growth of the artistic tendencies of the times.
it not a life of mystery ? How far can our feeble
Under this effervescence there are some excelreason penetrate ? Even life, which we possess, lent ideas, clear, pure and strong. If a great deal
and by which we are moved, is a mystery to us. of time is spent in foolish decoration, this enthu-
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siasm is giving rise to some institutions that are
to be the foundation of artistic education among
us. Art culture is !- ecoming a part of the culture that the state provides to even the poorest
child in the community. Bu' why ? It has
been said by an educator, that a boy or girl who
can draw has acquired one qualification for ninetenths of the occupations into which all labor is
divided, and hence, for practical benefit, first of
all has an elementary art-education been placed
in the programme of daily instruction in nearly
every graded school in the country.
But there is a further and a stronger principle
that impels to this change, and that is the recognition of the powerful influence beauty has upon
the character of society. The use of the beautiful has never been fully appreciated. Perhaps
always we have treated what is fair to look upon
as a delight, but as one drinks the foam from a
glass of wine and leaves the rich liquid untouched,
so we have taken the pleasure of beauty and left
the real good. Its benefits are with the mind
and heart. In no way can they be better appreciated than by studying the effect that contact
brings.
Let a man of the roughest nature come into
the presence of some wonderfully beautiful object, and at thr instant he is subdued. Every
hard, inharmonious phase of his character is
brought into subjection for the moment, as when
a sudden strain of beautiful music breaks upoh
the confused murmur of a crowd, hushing and
stilling, for the time, every sound.
Whenever one finds the spiritual part of beauty
he finds a friend, and one to whom he can
never go without having the purest part of his
nature brought into action.
Says Ruskin, " It is impossible to turn fine art
to an immoral end, except by giving it character
unworthy its fineness." " Whosoever recognizes
it must be exalted by it." Besides the mental
fineness that beauty cultivates, it exercises a
more potent influence in destroying evil.
When the air is pure disease cannot rage ;
when a flood of beauty fills a heart there is no
room for vileness. This fact promises to do more
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for society than any other aspect of aesthetic culture.
Awakening a love for the beautiful and cultivating it is going to do much to save our nation
from corrupt thoughts and desires. In exact
proportion to the increase of the aesthetic tendency does the decrease of evil follow. Let it
flourish and grow, and it will be like a breeze
bringing health to our land from places strong
with life.
NOTHING NEW UNDER THE SUN.
Is there anything new under the sun ? Is the
world going backwards or forwards ? It would
seem that we are progressing in a circle. We
often observe civilization moving in the direction
of a discarded barbarism. That which we or our
fathers rejected, and which we have long since
passed and lost sight of in our onward march,
comes to us again, or else we go to that, and behold ! it is a veritable new thing, and seems in
every particular a modern novelty.
Our ladies trick themselves out in fashions
just imported from Parisian shops ; they excite
the wonder, and possibly sometimes the disgust
of mankind. We pity them, endure them, and
embrace them; we photograph them, and our
astonishment culminates, when from some obscure drawer we bring forth the picture of our
good great-great-grand-mother, and discover that
even she was moved by just such inexplicable
fancies as are her daughters ; wore just such curiously fashioned dresses ; fixed her hair in just
such an agonizing form, and surmounted it by
just such a lofty and artistic comb.
Our Puritan fathers adorned themselves in
shad-belly coats and bell-crown hats. Afterwards
these devices were left for the exclusive adornment of Quakers and itinerant preachers, while
the rest of the world adopted cylindrical and sugar-loaf crowns, and short waists with vertical
skirts.
Now days the fashionable young man sports
his rut-away coat skirts, and dons his hat with
such an expanding crown as would gladden the
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eyes of the Pilgrim Fathers, could they but visit
earth's scenes again.
But it is by no means certain that a thing is of
no value because it has once or many times been
-discarded. Mankind are slow to see the truth,
and loth to acknowledge it when it stands opposed to cherished opinions. Only under compulsion do we adopt that which trenches upon our
pre-conceived notions. But, " truth crushed to
-earth will rise again." Eventually its insistance
becomes irresistible, and when, through the influence of fashion, or the exercise of force, it
-comes into general use or belief, it takes its allotted place in the minds or acts of mankind,
-with as much ease as though it were " to the manor born."
_I read in the English Fortni ghtly Review a few
years ago, an article on "The New Cure of In,CUiables." It was a proposal to kill off the incurable in order to spare them a useless misery.
This proposition might prove startling did we not
-recall the fact, or at least the claim of the
kworld, that much of this sort of work has become
:a-part of the unwritten history of medicine, ex- cept perhaps in the hieroglyphical prescriptions
hanging on hooks behind druggists' counters here
and there, up and down the earth, and in other
similarly out of the way places ; though by
.no means declare such irregularities have been
confined to the incurable, nor that they have had
the sanction of law, other than custom. But to
soften and give *one and color to the method, we
have only to recall the fact that many barbarous
nations have long had the practice in vogue ;
some indeed going so far as to include the aged
who can no longer support themselves, which
-some of them bury in the ground while yet alive.
And it is said these victims, or patients, rather,
,go smilingly to their doom,
-

ferior races have their precious lives beaten,
starved and crushed- out of them with scarcely a
sympathetic thought from any one. And human
beings fare but little better. By the scores they
go crashing down in cars, first crushed, and then
burned to death. By hundreds they are hurled
into the sea to find a watery grave. By thousands they are marshalled upon the battle-field,
only to be mowed down by canister and grape.
Millions have been cruelly slain to maintain an
idea, and the idea was worth nothing after all, as
shown by future periods ; and all these facts show
you how cheap a thing life is. Twelve men and
a Judge, with the aid of a few irresponsible lawyers, will manage by a few days' work to get
you, as the phrase goes, "hung by the neck until
you are dead, and may God have mercy on your
soul."
This sort of thing we are familiar with, but we
are not familiar with this new method of helping
the suffering incurable into a better world, an
operation euphemistically called euthansia—happy death.
We cannot deny, however, that in our time
the progressing ends of the circle which marks
the pathway of civilization, did meet and revealed a reversion of modern sentiment to acts, which
so far as I know, are buried with the unknown
history of our barbarian existence. And this
brings me back to the point from which I started, inclined to answer : No, there is nothing
new under the sun.
CONVERSATION.
Speech is morning to the mind ;
It spreads the beauteous images abroad,
Which else lie dark and buried in the soul."

-

"Like one who wraps the drapery of his couch
About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams.'

What a test of filial affection ; what a touching
evidence of parental regard.
The abstract question of taking life it is not
-necessary for me to discuss. Life in general is
not half so precious as people suppose. The in-

The power of speech belongs to man. Whether
the lower animals have any means of making one
another understand or not, it is certain that man
alone can communicate by articulate sounds. It
is difficult to form an estimate of the value of
speech. Suddenly deprive the world of language
spoken and written, and you take away not only
most of the things that indicate civilization and
culture, but also those things that bring us comfort.
Language is universal. It is our only medium
for expressing thought. By it the orator's eloquence thrills vast assemblies, and the author's
pen becomes mightier than the sword. Without
it the pulpit, the press and the senate all become
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useless instruments, made without a purpose.
Poets and orators have put our language to a dignified use. But their words are our luxuries. If
we were deprived of them only, we could still
live in comfort. We could better spare all our
papers, books, poems, sermons and lectures than
to be deprived of the conversation of every-day
life. Business conversation directs all manufacturing and commerce. Polite conversation is the
basis of all social life. Kindly speech makes
friends and lovers, and even religious conversation often does more good than months of preaching. It is said that "The hand that rocks the
cradle rules the world," and it is certainly true
that the conversation of the mother and the home
moulds and forms the syllables that govern the
world. There is no surer index to one's character than his conversation. Learn the value of a
man's words and expressions, and you know
him.
The poem or oration may express sentiments
very far above the life of their author, but it is
impossible long to deceive those who are daily
acquainted with our conversation. It is not the
eagerness with which one pursues his business
or profession in hours of necessary labor that determines what a man's real heart is, for necessity
may compel him to be thus studious or thus
occupied, but the currents his thoughts take
when he may relax from severe toil, the things
he does for mere pleasure, these tell you his true
character. It has never been proven false that
"Out of the abundance of the heart the mouth
speaketh."
Here is one who constantly talks of stocks,
bonds, and interest. It is very plain that he is a
man whose heart is with his money god. Another entertains you with stories of bold adventure, of which he is always the hero. His conversation tells you that he is the conceited man,
and that Ego is his divinity. But here is one
who, as soon as her tasks for the day are over,
begins to criticise her companions. Their manners, their dress, or their actions are not quite
right, and she never would do so. You can not
help exclaiming, 0, maiden, "thy speech bewrayeth thee." You are one of the gossips, and
your conversation shows how your heart is overrun with envy and spite: Examples might be
multiplied to show how character can be read
from conversation.
To be a good conversationalist is to be desired
almost above any other accomplishment. To
know what to say, and how and when and where
to say it, gives one a fascinating influence in any
circle. This is a gift to some, but it may be cultivated by all. A little painstaking to observe a
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few rules and to avoid a few errors is all that is
necessary.
Says Goethe, " If one would speak in a noble
style, let him first possess a noble soul." The
fountain must be cleansed if the stream is to be
pure. " The word is the thought incarnate."
Right thoughts will find utterance in right words.
Says Ruskin, " No noble or right style was
ever yet founded but out of a sincere heart."
Many a person has lost his power as a conversationalist, because he has allowed himself to fall
into the bad habit of too frequent jesting. Not
that wit is unpleasant, but a frequent jester is very
liable to become personal in his jokes, which
soon leads to vulgarity. To cultivate a graceful
conversation one must practice saying what he
means.
A tendency to slang, to colloquial inelegancies,
and even vulgarities is the besetting sin against
which we, as Americans ought specially to guard
awl struggle. No character can be truly refined
that is shown by such an index as slang. One
of the best proofs of this is the light in which
slang appears when used by a woman. However rough language a man may use among men,
if he hears a woman say anything that borders
on slang, he begins to lose respect for her at
once. It is simply shocking to hear a young
lady use an expression as "Now you've got the
mean grin on me," and others like it, yet this is
not an uncommon occurrence. Such a person
certainly gives no evidence of that pureness of
heart by the grace of her lips, for which the king
shall be her friend. And nothing is surer than
that she will lose all charms as a conversationalist.
Another serious fault in conversation is exaggeration. He who uses a superlative to express
common thoughts, has no words to denote things
great or small. The person who persists in eating " elegant pudding ;" or in petting a " lovely
cat ;" or wearing a " love of a bonnet," has no
vocabulary at command for things that are worthy
of such adjectives. And language loses its dignity under such perversions.
A great care in the choice of words is necessary to become a good conversationalist. Some
people falsely imagine that they must become
pedantic if they show that they have sought to
use proper words.
There is a " golden mean" between the pedant and the bungler, which is reached by choosing pure, simple and apt words to express pure
thoughts. Surely the comfort and the honor of
being a good conversationalist is worth striving
for, and avoiding the errors which are so common.
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Wood's Household Magazine is a spicy, readaable monthly containing an hundred pages to a
number. "Every person becomes morally good
or bad, and intellectually great or small by the
thoughts which occupy his mind from reading."
This periodical is eclectic, and aims to bring into
small space the choicest and richest treasures of
the best writers and thinkers concerning the
great variety of subjects treated. This magazine
is also believed to be the cheapest reading published for the school-room and fireside—a year's
numbers being equivalent to twelve dollars' worth
of bound books equally suited to these purposes.
Handsomely, and at times uniquely, illustrated.
It comes at $2.00 per year; single copies 20 cents.
We will furnish the CAMPUS and this magazine
to subscribers for $2.00 per year. Therefore,
when you renew your subscriptions, make sure to
get Wood's Household Magazine; and, if you have
not heretofore taken the CAMPUS, do so now, and
receive two periodicals for the cost of one.
THE art of printing has made it possible to accumulate books to an unlimited extent. Universal education, and the general diffusion of higher
culture, has stimulated authorship till the flood
of books thrown upon the world, on almost every
conceivable subject, is amazing to contemplate,

and it fairly makes one's head whirl to watch the
titles even, and the brief critiques formed of them
in the magazines and the public press. These
notices are generally very unsatisfactory, and
often shockingly unjust, being not unfrequently
written without much reading of the work under
review.
Amid such a multiplicity of books, the question is constantly recurring, " What shall we
read?" It has become a serious and perplexing
one, and no man can answer it. A lifetime is tooshort to read all or even a tithe of them. What
shall we do ? Modern skill and ingenuity have
found a way out of this dilemma, by inventing the
cyclopdia. It is well known that there is a
large class of subjects on which extended treatises have been written, the material facts about
which are capable of being condensed into moderate space. This the cyclopxdia attempts to do_
The word comes from two Greek words, kwk/os„
a circle, and paideia, the bringing up of a child.
Hence the circle of the arts and sciences. In
this way we have gathered together in easy compass nearly the whole great cycle of knowledge,
bringing within the easy range of every man of
moderate means, the horoscope of knowledge
sought out during these thousands of years in
the history of man, and brought together from
the ends of the earth.
But how is this cyclopxdia made ? The old
system of intrusting the matter to a few professional writers and compilers, who went about,
scissors in hand, and culled fragments here and
there, and collected a conglomeration of heterogeneous matter, without form and pretty nearly
void, has been discarded, and the plan adopted
of employing the most eminent scholars in all
the different departments of learning, to prepare
a concise and carefully digested article upon
each topic within the range of his special studies,
and thus bringing together their accumulated
wisdom. In this way we have the results of the
rarest knowledge in its most manageable form.
After this method Johnson's Cyclopdia has
been prepared. The work was planned by the
late Horace Greeley, and we see in its execution
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that rare power of condensation which was a
marked characteristic of that eminent man, and
for comprehensiveness, completeness, and really
valuable information for all classes, it is unsurpassed. We have read many of its pages with
the highest satisfaction. The Centennial Exhibition has brought a multitude of subjects into
prominence, and we search for light upon them
with eagerness. The topics, mosaic, painting,
sculpture, tapestry hangings, wood carving, and
numberless others are studied with special interest on this account, and here we find all these
questions treated in a complete, full, and engaging way. In general, each subject is considered
querically, historically and analytically, and we
feel satisfied when we rise from the reading, that
we have learned what we need to know.
This is to be an age of cyclop 2e dias. Already
the war of the cyclopdias has begun. In that
war there will be heavy blows dealt, and woe be
to that one that has not real, sound, solid, intrinsic merit to back it. We believe that in this contest Johnson's has little to fear, and will in the
end prove triumphant.

EDUCATIONAL.
Syracuse University has eleven Brazilian students.
Kenyon College has a Freshman weighing 250
pounds.
The use of tobacco is forbidden at Earlham
College.
Eight young Chinamen are attending Phillips
Exeter Academy.—Tripod.
Bishop Andrews will deliver the Baccalaureate
sermon at N. W. University this year.
President Andrew G. White, of Cornell, has
been appointed Minister to Berlin.
The Professorship of Botany, with a salary of
$9,000, is vacant in the University of Edinburgh.
The best specimen of Grecian architecture in
the world is the Girard College.—Oberlin Review.
Prof. D. J. Hill, who has lately been elected
President of Lewisburg University, is only thirty
years old.
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Several Cornell Juniors and Seniors have been
reported suspended for cheating in examinations.
The gown question is being agitated at the
Northwestern University. Question—Diurnal or
Nocturnal ?—Ex.
The Faculty of Dartmouth College numbers
32, the students 38o, and the number of volumes
in the library is 55,73o.
The first president of Harvard was tried, convicted, and obliged to resign his office on the
charge of being a Baptist.—Ex,
The three Greek letter Fraternities having the
largest membership, are the Alpha Delta Phi, the
Delta Kappa Epsilon, and the Psi Upsilon.
The Senior class at Cornell purpose donating
a marble bust of Bayard Taylor (once a Professor
at Cornell,) to the college as a class memorial.
One of the hours each day wasted in trifles or
indolence, saved and daily devoted to improvement, is enough to make an ignorant man wise
in ten years.—Anon.
Professor Geo. F. Comfort, of Syracuse University, (formerly of Allegheny College,) will go
to Europe this summer with a company of students, on a sort of art expedition.
The Seniors of Syracuse University were dissatisfied at the plan of commencement representation, and petitioned that there be no orations
from the class. The request was granted.
At the Iowa Agricultural College every girl in
the Junior class has learned to make good bread,
and cook all the dishes required by an ordinary
household. Besides this they are accomplished
in all housekeeping arts, including the care of
the sick, care of children, etc.—Clzristian Union.
Appropriation bills to the amount of over $ ioo000 have passed the Michigan Senate this session, in favor of the University of Michigan, as
follows : For general library, 15,000; for hospital $6,000 ; for Homoeopathic college, $4,000 ;
for Dental college, $12,000 for Dental buildings,
$3,250 ; for central steam heating apparatus, $20,000 ; for enlarging of matron's house, $1,000; for
homoeopathic hospital, $9,000 ; for fire-proof museum building, $40,000.
;
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PERSONAL.
'58 Chas. Hamnett is a follower of JEsculapius
in Homestead, Pa.
'74 H. H. Osthaus is an Attorney at Law in
Dushore, Bradford Co., Pa.
'72 J. N. Hunt is at present stationed in Pittsburgh, as agent for a large book concern.
'71 J. F. Wilson is practicing law at Warren,
0. He was lately elected City Solicitor of that
place.
E. B. Wilson, a student here in '73-4-5, is now
completing the Junior year at Amherst College.
A. L. Sherred, a student here in '75-'76, is engrossed in the oil excitement at DeGolier, McKean Co., Pa.
'63 Rev. R. M. Stubbs has an article in the
Pittsburgh Ch. Advocate of March 27, on the
Chinese question.
'63 Rev. W. R. Brown is preaching the Gospel at Walton M. E. Church, Pittsburgh. He is
also a great temperance worker.
Russell McKelvey who nearly finished his
course in 1875, has gone to Salt Lake City,
where he will clerk in a hotel.

us several personals for this number. Let others
do likewise. Dr. Stewart is practicing medicine
in Pittsburgh ; office No. 91, 25th St.
'73 J. M. Williams is practicing law at Coshocton, 0. He promises the college $1,000 when it
graduates another man as tall as himself. His
height is 6 feet 6 inches, and weight 250 lbs.
A. B. Richmond, Esq., who attended Allegheny up to his Senior year, is receiving well deserved commendations for his temperance work lately published. See review of it in another column.
'78 John A. Bolard, who lately studied Dentistry in the office of Dr. Maxwell of this place,
has gone to study and practice the same profession in Davenport, Iowa. We wish him success.
Rev. E. J. L. Baker is M. E. Pastor at Forestville, N. Y. He was one of the few who re-organized Allegheny Society and gave it its present name. He was elected the first Debater in a
contest with the Philo Society.

ALL AROUND THE CAMPUS.
• V' ,••• ,.••••-•• N./ VV. ,-•••■•••

" The wrong man ! The wrong man !"

'77 Rev. W. E. McDowell succeeds Rev. T.
Burroughs as pastor of the M. E. Church at
Cherry Creek, Erie Conference.

What has become of the Scientific club ?

Miss L. A. Nason, a student of Allegheny last
year, is now principal of the school and also giving instruction in music in Mill Village, Pa.

Our Prep. poet has written an ode on Spring.

'78 J. P. Strayer, having spent the winter attending medical lectures in Cleveland, is back
again in Meadville, in the office of Dr. Dewey.
'77 Rev. A. S. Morrison, who has been spending the winter in New York, has lately received
an appointment at Garrettsville, 0., East Ohio
Conference.
'77 Rev. Geo. H. Huffman has received Deacon's orders in the New England Conference, M.
E. C. He is still attending the Boston Theological Seminary.
'73 Jos. S. Stewart, M. D., has kindly furnished

Numerous Photographers hover about.
A Shakspeare club has been organized.
The Senior class now numbers fifteen members.
Messrs. Heiner and Nelson have been classed
Seniors.
The present corps of editors will issue but one
more numbcr.
It has not yet been announced who our successors are to be.
A Ladie's Hall is now talked of—wonder if it
will be all talk this time.
Prof. Sheppard is expected here in a short
time, and will deliver a series of lectures.
Prof. in Astronomy—Was George Washington
born according to the new or the old method ?
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The elocution classes organized by Miss Boice
last term continue their work with unabated zeal.

endeavoring to gain information from the flowers
and rocks.

The Alleghenians have revised their Constitution and will issue their catalogues about the first
of June.

The secret societies have elected the following
named persons as representatives at the annual
symposium of each in June: Phi Kappa Psi—Valedictorian, E. M. Wood ; Replier, W. C. Wilson.
Phi Gamma Delta—Valedictorian, 0. B. Moss ;
Replier, P. A. Dix. Delta Tau Delta—

Athenian.—Pres. L. L. Doane ; Vice Pres., J.
B. Siggins ; Sec., R. D. Hoskins ; Treas., L. R.
Porter.
Messrs. J. B. and A. H. Siggins have been absent from college some days owing to the illness
of a sister'
Our exchanges having the July number of the
CAMPUS for '78 will confer a favor by forwarding
the same to us.
The select performance of the Allegheny Society will be held in the College Chapel on the
evening of May 5th.

-

The ladies of the Home lately buried their pet
kitten. All seemed deeply affected, and many
were the cat er wanis.
-

-

The officers of the College Y. M. C. A. are,
Pres., E. M. Wood ; Sec., C. E. Locke ; Treas.,
J. M. Thoburn ; Cor. Sec., W. N. Ridge.
A Senior in Geology speaks of the Eastern
"Theological strata, while another refers ent:lusiastically to the coming champagne period.
A Hall boarder says there is but one way in
which to secure good and satisfactory board, and
that is to get married and go to house-keeping.
Allegheny.—President, C. A. Ensign ; Sec., C.
E. Locke ; Attorney, W. W. Tarbell ; Treas., P.
A. Dix ; Critics, W. C. Wilson and C. E. Everett.
Those ancient trees in front of Culver hall
have been removed, and a large number of young
maples and elms set out, adding much to the
.beauty of the grounds.
Society officers.—Philo Franklin—President,
E. A. Nelson ; Vice Pres., R. R. Ross ; Secretary, A. Fleming ; Treasurer, W. J. Armstrong ;
Critics, L. 0. Mead, J. D. Martin.
The romantic Botanist and thoughtful Geologist may now be frequently seen meandering
along the streams and over the adjoining hills

The "five needs of Allegheny College" lately
referred to by the Meadville Repub/ican, are all
imperative ; but, gentle reader, do not go to work
and supply them all at once, for we could not
bear so much coming at one and the same time.
The Athenians intend giving a public performance early in the Fall term, with the following programme : Declamation—O. R. Thomas;
Oration—L. R. Porter ; Essay—E. S. Blair ; Melange—A. H. Siggins ; Debate—A. T. Cooper
and J. B. Harrison.
The Juniors cannot be all of one mind if we
may judge from the diversity of opinions expressed on the propriety of having a public performance, picnic, or something of the kind by
which to gain notoriety. At the present writing
all these have been defeated by a vote of one, and
it does seem that the class will have to content
itself with a trip to "Lake George" or Dick's Hollow.
The Philo hall has been refurnished throughout at an expense of $425.00, all of which sum
has been paid, leaving the Society entirely out
of debt, and with a very fine room--one that
every Philo is justly proud of. The Society held
a re-opening the evening of April 25. A number of invited guests were present, and listened to
a fine programme, mostly by alumni of the Society.

EXCHANGES.
We received a sheet some time ago, purporting
to be the -University Pastime, from the Kansas
State University. We did not notice that it was
dated April 1st, and innocently opened it. That
was the worst April trick ever played on us.
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We have not received the second numbers of
the Hobart Herald and Vanderbilt Austral. We
hope they will not follow the example of certain
other papers by sending one number (labeled
"please ex.") and after receiving a complimentary
notice of it, disregard their request, and cease to
exchange.

and also leave large blanks scattered through
the remainder of the paper. The "spring fever"
evidently reached Kenyon early this year.

It is often difficult to accurately express one's
opinion of a paper, just as it is of a person. But
when the approach of either the one or the other
is always attended with welcome pleasure, it inThe Chronicle is one of the most valuable of dicates a favorable opinion. It is so with the
our exchanges. "Division of labor" is well il- Ariel. We are always sure of finding something,
lustrated in its management and every depart- if not brilliant, at least sensible and interesting.
ment seems to be a specialty of an able editor. The editorial columns are invariably well susIt has no very weak points. The literary de- tained. An important and admirable departpartment is small and not easy to review, but we ment is that of "Communications." In this renoticed an article in the last number,"A Student's spect we acknowledge the CAMPUS to be deficient.
Dream," which, though somewhat Utopian, yet We are inclined to criticize the custom of mixing
presents considerable food for serious thought.
humorous clippings and college news indiscriminately together. Besides the incongruity of the
In reading our exchanges last month, the following articles impressed us as being especially two, it also seems to prevent any original educational paragraphs. We conceive one of the lead
excellent in some respect or other: Care of
Health, ( editorial ) in Dartmouth ; " Special Ong objects of a college paper to be the dissemStudies," in University Courier ; "College Edu- ination of inter-collegiate news.
In the March CAMPUS appeared the statement
cation," in Southern Collegian
Traditionary
Criticism, (editorial) in Oberlin Review ; "Some that Dennison University has seven literary soDennison Collegian calls attention
Mistakes of Students," in Transcript; "Historic cieties. The
Studies," in Kansas Collegiate ; "Students' Vis- to our error, and states that there are only three,
iting," "Writing," and "College Life," in Ran- but does not explain why it publishes the officers
of seven. We regret our mistake, for we have
dolph Macon Monthly.
always been careful to make our news reliable.
The Washington jeffersonian for March conBut in acknowledging our error we wish kindly
tains a thoughtful article on "The Impossible in
to submit that the Dennison Collegian is someLiterature." This paper with the long name
times misleading. We took our information
presents some points of merit—such as the editfrom the report of society elections in the Colleorials—yet has a good many faults. It seems to
gian, of January 18. We could hardly be ex
stand aloof to some extent from the college press
pected to know that these societies mentioned
as it publishes no general college news, and pays
there together, in the local columns, were not all
but little attention to its exchanges. It should
from Dennison University. It was our impresbe enlarged—the printed matter at least, if not sion that "Y. L.
I." was a part of Dennison Unithe paper.
versity. Since we learn the truth, the question
The Kenyon Advance for March has an excel- arises in our enquiring mind, Why does the Collent article on the subject of "College Journal- legian give it so much attention ? and, especially,
ism." The remainder of the paper is—* * * ! ! why does it insert personals from that institution
We formerly had considerable respect for the with its own alumni ? We suggest that the ColAdvance, but it is a heavy strain on our good legian change its name, and adopt that of Granhumor to see in a small paper of twelve pages ville Collegian.
eight able-bodied editors fill in three and oneThere is one criticism that would be applicable
half pages of clippings—most all stale at that— to a large number of our exchanges. They neg-
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lect too often to acknowledge the source of their
educational news, and are too careless about its
accuracy. The two go together, for the latter
mainly results from the former. If the paragraphs
that wander back and forth through the college
press were properly labeled the responsibility of
their correctness would be located. And if the
college papers supplied their educational columns
more from the local news of other papers, fewer
mistakes would be promulgated. While often
amusing, it also appears ridiculous to the exchange editor to see misstatements so often repeated—even after they have been properly contradicted. For instance, "Tuition is free at Williams ;" "Cornell has an Infidel club of 3o members ;" that about the "fire escape" at Tuft's
College ; the $6o,000 telescope at Michigan University ; the admission of women at the University of New York ; the location of Simpson College
—noted for its Greek tutor—by different papers,
at Indianapolis, Ind., and Indianola, Ind., Illinois,
and Iowa (but few of them at the last which is
correct); etc., etc.
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Prof.
and a veteran Phrenological publisher.
Wells does not claim absolute freedom from
error, but he rightly claims that this work marks
the latest attainments of Phrenological science.
It is an interesting subject, and treated in a simple,
entertaining style. It embraces the following
subjects : First Principles; Physiological Conditions ; Grouping-of the Organs ; Functions of the
Organs ; Character Reading ; Practical Application ; Objections to Phrenology ; Trades and Professions ; Delineation of Character. The utility
of a knowledge of this subject can hardly be denied, and the readers of the Campus cannot do
better than to procure and study this work.
INTEMPERANCE THE GREAT SOURCE OF CRIME,

by A. B. Richmond Esq. Price $1.5o. For sale
by H. M. Richmond, Meadville, Pa.
The book before us attacks intemperance in a
new and interesting manner. Any who are ac-

quainted with the author's eloquence and success
at the bar, would never expect a prosy and hackneyed treatment of the subject ; and we opine
that none will be disappointed in examining it.
Mr. Richmond was a student of Allegheny ColREVIEWS.
lege for several years and has since practised at the
Of all the new songs now flooding the country bar for more than thirty years, and been engaged
few are so popular as those composed by Will in nearly four thousand criminal cases. This exL. Thompson. He has just issued a beautiful perience has given him an extensive view of the
new Song and Chorus, entitled, "My Grandpa's results of alcohol and the license system, and conAdvice." It is thought to be even prettier than firmed and increased his hatred of both. He opthis author's famous song " Gathering Shells." If poses the latter with all the zeal and vehemence
you want the latest and prettiest song of the day, of a temperance reformer, and with all the logic
order " My Grandpa's Advice." It can be had of and sound sense of a practical lawyer. The book
any music dealer for 35 cents. Published by W. shows marks of haste in its composition, but this
very fact lends it a charm, on account of the freshL. Thompson & Co., Liverpool, Ohio.
How To READ CHARACTER by Samuel R. ness and freedom of the style. It is composed
Wells. Price, paper binding, $1.00 ; muslin, mainly of thrilling incidents from the author's
S.R. Wells & Co., 737 Broadway, N. Y. personal observation, told in an easy manner, and
$1.25.
It is an appropriate time now when the subject applied to the subject before him with a cogency
of Phrenology is receiving so much attention and of reasoning that can hardly fail to convince the
agitation, to study such a work as this. It is reader of the fairness of the author's position
probably as reliable as any work published on when he declares : " I deny the right of the govthis subject ; for its author is one of the ernment to sell to one citizen the privilege to
foremost—if not the foremost—leaders of tempt another to crime." We bespeak for the
Phrenological opinion in the United States, book a wide popularity, and extended usefulness.
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TABLE.

—The following is a telegraphic correspondencebetween an impecunious Junior and his much
respected " Sachem :"
(I.) Dear Father—Is the goddess of Liberty
still stamped on the five dollar piece?
.

—"Capital punishment," as the school-boy said,
when the school teacher seated him with the
girls.—Hesperian Record.
—A D. D.'s advice to the Seniors: " If you desire good salaries, young men, get married." Yes,
Dr., but—." Vidette.
—Professor In Moral Philosophy : "Mr. J—,
for what end was the Sabbath created ?" Mr. J.:
" For the end of the week."—College Rambler.
"We can live without seniors or juniors or sophs,
We can live without tutors and live without profs.
We can live without chums, we can live without cronies ;
But freshmen and preps can not live without ponies."
—Transcrz:pt.

— Some enthusiasts speak of petitioning the
Faculty to have all studies optional except
billiards, gymnasium and lunch, which are to be
made obligatory.—Oestrus.
— One of the editors was overheard courting a
young lady in the following style : " Miss
will you have us? Ire will do all in our power
to render you happy."—.Southern Collegian.
—They were at the concert. She—enthusiastic.
He—bored. She nudging him—" 0 Chawles,
do listen to those sweet strains." He—" Eh ?
strains ? Yes, awful strains. Should think she'd
bust"— Tripod.
—A Soph. read an essay on the "Woman who
Talks," the other evening in Athenaeum. Other
essays on the "Wind that Blows," the "Sun that
Shines," and the " Senior who thinks a good deal
of himself" will now be in order. —Volcznte.
—Scene in the history room the other day.
Prof.: " Mr. L., you may give the other paragraph." (Mr. L. rises, gasps, and sits down.)
Prof.: "That is substantially right, but you did
not give • it quite copious enough."—WilliamsAtkemezi711.
—The pronunciation that gives the Latin qu
the sound of k has its advantages. She wanted
a- Senior to hear her repeat the lesson. "Now,"
she began, "I'm ready, quis qu—" and "there
was a sibilant sound as of two elements just from
their trammels unbound," and the girl flunked
the next 'recitation in Latin.— Transcript.

(2.) Certainly ; why do you ask ?
(3.) So long since I have seen one—had for-gotten.
--At Yale, long ago, was a student narned .
Dutton, who was bald. One day at recitation
another student burst out laughing. The tutor asked what was the matter. The student made
an effort to be quiet, but soon there vas another
explosion. The tutor then insisted on knowing
the cause. The student said : " A fly kept trying
to light on Dutton's head, and he slid off every
time.''—Kansas Collegiate.
—The conversation had wandered from thechemical experiments in hand to a glorious discussion of names, when the fair Junior sadly re-marked : " I have such . a horrid name, Mr.
G , and yet," with a side glance, " no one will
ever change it I suppose." " 0 yes," said the•
Senior softly, " I know some one who would
change it if you only desired it." " Who could
he be ?" she said coquettishly. And the cruel .
Senior responded : " The Legislature."—Arici.
—It was a departing college student who
heaved a psi.—Lolliyz ,ille Courier-Journal. That
was when he beta retreat.—Boston Commercial
Bulletin. Some one should have delta blow to•
these jokes, which are all Greek to us.—Boston
Transcript. Now, who will kappa climax to this
gamma-n ?—(7zrzstian Voices. Iota do so, but
since I eta pi for dinner, and lambda fellow who•
nu it didn't agree with me, not try.—Asbury•
Monthly. The xi-ze of these jokes warns us that
we had beta be mu-te.—Unipersitr Ouarterly.
We have make a he-rho-ic attempt to squeeze onemore pun out of the alphabet, but give it up.—
Acta. 0-mega beta zeta jokes or let it alone for
pi-ty's sake.—Oberlin Review. We hope the to-le.
is finished. It deserves a s(t)igma.
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FASHIONABLE CLOTHIERS
MERCHANT TAILORS,
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BUSINESS CARDS.
COMMERCIAL HOTEL .-Corner Water and Chestnut Streets,
MEADVILLE, PA,
WM. H. MECHLING, PROP'R.

UDD HOUSE.—S2.00 PER DAY.
This house is new and first-class in every respect, with all
B
the modern improvements. Fine sample rooms on first floor.
JASON BUDD, Proprietor.

FURNISHING
GOODS.

Cor. Pine and Water Sts., MEADVILLE, PA.
Free Omnibus to and from all trains.
nr H. KNIGHT, C. E.,
T
•

Specialties,

HATS AND CAPS.

Architect and Surveyor,

RICHMOND BLOCK, CHESTNUT ST., MEADVILLE, PA
Designs and Estimates made for every description of Building.
and Work. Surveys made and plotted. Drawings for Patents.
prepared.
JOHN B. COMPTON,

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Attorney and Counsellor at Law.

MILITARY SUITS.

OFFICE—FIRST DOOR NORTH OF CRAWFORD HOTEL,_
MEAD VILLE, PENN'A.
tlz° Special attention given to collections. Remittances_
Promptly made.

REEFER & ORRIS,
953 Water St.,

Shryock Block,

MEADVILLE, PA,

DELAMATER & CO.,

BANKERS,
CORNER WATER & CHESTNUT STS., MEADVILLE, PA..

A
11 •

W. MAXWELL, D. D. S.,
DENTAL ROOMS TN DELAMATER BLOCK.

Our Boot and Shoe trade is steadily increasing,
and our facilities for supply grow with our trade, and

B

we must confess to the fact that better

OOTS AND SHOES

PEOPLES

MEADVILLE, PENN'A.
E. T. - ANDERSON, Cashier.
J. L. BRATTY. President.
DR. G. ELLIOTT,

DENTIST,

were never made and sold lower than those offered
by us now while the demand is for good goods at
lower prices. We have endeavored to meet this
want.

SAVINGS BANK.

NO. 248

CHESTNUT ST., - - - MEAD VILLE, PA.

SEE, D. D. S.,
C YRUS
CHESTNUT ST., - -

- MEADVILLE, PA.
Office hours, 9 a. ni. to 5 p. ni. Sundays, 2 to 3 p. in.

22G

FRED. JIETZ,
GG4 Water Street, MEADVILLE, PA.

P. MILLER,
Manufacturer of aryl Dealer in

The Latest Styles of

fire Boots and Shoes
A SPECIALTY MADE OF

Fine eu,50.111 Wark,
One Door South of Gable House, MEADVILLE, PA.

JOSHUA DOUGLASS,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
OEFICE, REYNOLDS" BLOCK, NORTH OF COURT HO USE.
Practices in the several Courts of Crawford and adjoining
Counties, and in the United States District and Circuit Courts

CO TO

C. A. JONES
248 Chestnut St., MEADVILLE, Pa.,
FOR YOUR

BOOTS AND SHOES..
gd"Custom Work a Specialty.
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GILBERT & CO.,

TAILORING! CLEANING!

Photographers,

REPAIRING and DYEING CLOTHES,
Done at the cheapest rates, at
P. J. BURKHART'S,
980 Water Street, Meadville, Pa.

(OPPOSITE POST OFFICE,)

BOYLES BRO'S,
Make Students' Pictures as Cheap
AS ANY OTHER ESTABLISHMENT IN THE CITY,

LIVERY, SALE AND FEED STABLE
Good Rigs Constantly on Hand.
Hack Line to Little Cooley leaves Meadville Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and return same day.

—And a—

No. 377 North Street. between North Main and Liberty Streets

Great Deal Better.
ATTENTION, CADETS !

MEADVILLE, PA.

LIVERY STABLE,
NORTH WATER STREET.

You will always find the

BEST CIGARS AND TOBACCO

,1- (4JETINT

ZUINT

AT

Keeps on hand a number of turn-outs, always to order. Good,
safe horses, handsome carriages, all at most reasonable rates.

G. H. BIRCH & CO'S,

ALSO, RUNS 'BUS AND BAGGAGE WAGON TO AND
FROM THE DEPOT.

WHOLESALE AND RELAIL

TOBACCONISTS,
250 Chestnut Street,

ARE YOU GOING TO PAINT ?

MEADVILLE, PA

CALLENDER & CO.,

DRZ G GISTS
ALWAYS KEEP THE LARGEST, CHOICEST, AND

THEN USE

MILLER BROS'

CHEMICAL PAINT I

CHEAPEST STOCK OF

Tooth Brushes, Nail Brushes, Hair
Brushes, Cloth Brushes, Shoe
Brushes, Soaps and
Perfumes.
s=INTIG, 1:s iitz,LIENTING,_
939, Water Street.

Ready for use in White and over One Hundred Different Colors,
made of strictly pure White Lead, Zinc and Linseed Oil Chemically combined, warranted much Handsomer and Cheaper and
to last TWICE AS LONG as any other Paint. It has taken the
FIRST PREMIUM

at twenty of the State Fairs of the Union, and

is on MANY THOUSANDS of the finest houses in the country.
Address,

A. T. NEWELL,
LAND OFFICE,
CORNER NEWELL AND WEBSTER STREETS,

BRADFORD, PA.
air- 011 Lands and Village Lots in Fee or to Lease.

MILLER BROTHERS,
29, 31 and 33 St. Clair Street,
SAMPLE CARD SENT FREE.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

For Sale by J. F. FRAZIER, DRUGGIST, Cor. Chestnut Street,
and Park Avenue, Meadville, Pa.

